
Lenten Intentions—Ash Wednesday 
I intend to live this day with all  

the curiosity and imagination that God gave me.  
I intend to live this day with God.  

I intend to share it. 
 

Day 1 (Wednesday): I will start this time of intentions by noticing new starts. The first snowflake of a 
shower? The tip of a bud poking through the soil? The first paragraph of a book? The first “hello” with 
a new person?  
Psalm 51: God, make a fresh start in me. 
How will I share this day? Start a new healthy habit? Start a new friendship? Start something helpful!  
 
Day 2 (Thursday): I will notice places of entry. Not just doors - but mouths, passageways, gates, the top 
of a cup, plant roots… Why do my fingers get pruney in water? How does water get into my home? 
How does sunlight get into my room?  
Psalm 51: Enter me, then; conceive a new true life. 
How will I share this day? Enter into a new hobby or volunteer opportunity? Welcome a friend into my 
room? Volunteer to feed animals at a shelter?  

 
Day 3 (Friday): Today I will notice steps. My footsteps. Others’ footsteps. How many? How fast? How 
slow? Regular pace, or irregular? Dancing? Walking? Running? How about the instructional steps of a 
recipe or a plan?  
Psalm 51: I’ve been out of step with you for a long time….Tune me in to foot-tapping songs.  
How will I share this day? Walk in step with a friend (don’t forget to laugh about it!)? Learn or teach 
some dance steps? Step up and volunteer for something! 

 
Day 4 (Saturday): I will be aware of the wind today. Wind is movement of air. Wind outside. Wind from a 
fan. How about the steam flowing up from boiling water? Or exhaled breath? Can I see flags or 
branches moving in the wind? 
Psalm 51: Put a fresh wind in my sails! 
How will I share this day? Make a pinwheel with someone? Donate a fan to charity? Make a boiled 
dinner and share it?  

 
 
 


